
    
How to Attach Your Door Bow © 

 
1. Unpack the Door Bow - you will find 2 pieces of material to wrap your door, these are the same                     
length.  The pack also includes the bow with safety pins already attached on the back. 
 
2. Start from the inside of your door and wrap a piece of material vertically from the top to the bottom,                     
tie together at the front of the door with a double knot. Where you tie the material will be the                    
positioning of the bow so tie in the correct position, adjust the position if necessary by gently pulling                  
the material.  
 
3. Take the second length of the material and from the back of your door to the front of your door                     
wrap in a horizontal position and tie to the piece already attached to your door. This knot would be                   
where your bow will be positioned. Trim off any excess materials and save. This saved material may                 
be needed to tie the bow to the material. 
 
4. This will create a crisscross effect - just like wrapping an upright rectangular gift box.  

 
5. Take the small piece of material, you will have a little spare from the wrapping, use this to tie the                     
material together on your door, this will create the pull-in effect in the centre of your door, again just                   
like wrapping a present. Tie this taut without tearing the material or you could use a cable tie (not                   
supplied). 
 
6. You could easily straighten up the material at this point, fan them out at the edges of your door to                     
create a more shaped effect maybe - but take care not to cover any part of the locking mechanisms                   
around the edge of the door! You may want to adjust a little if you don’t want to cover the letterbox.                     
Bows off-centre look very stylish and your postman will love you. 
 
7. Take the bow and tie it with the attached ties on the reverse - do this at the point where your                      
material meets, pull as tight and double knot.  WOW, it's looking good! 

 
8. On the back of the bow, you will find 2 safety pins, make sure your bow is straight - use these to                       
discreetly pin the back of the bow to the horizontal material - this will help keep your bow in a straight                     
position and help protect it from the wind etc..  
 
9. Step back, take a look, smugly smile at your neighbours' unwrapped doors, take a pic and send it                   
to us - we love to see the bows in their new homes.  
 
10. We can’t guarantee our bows will be ok to use again but many customers tell us they do - so                     
finished with your bow, want to use it again? Unpin the safety pins, remove the bow - perhaps give it                    
a dust off if needed. Wrap carefully for next time - make sure it is dry before storing. Untie the knots                     
and carefully fold the material away for next time. 

 
 

Need to order another bow?  www.DoorBows.co.uk - Someone from the team will be happy to talk you through the steps if need be. 01277 224622 

http://www.doorbows.co.uk/

